


PayDesk is an on:demand workforce of 
over 1000 journalists in over 150 countries, 
ready to be hired in one click.

USED BY:



ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Immediate access to a talent pool 
of over 1000 reputable journalists in 
150 countries. 

Hire a journalist in a single click.

You decide how much you 
pay the journalists.

Track jobs from start to payment in  
a single, intuitive interface.

Make a single monthly payment to  
PayDesk for all jobs on the platform.

PayDesk guarantees fast  
payment to freelancers.

We will import your existing freelance  
contributors to PayDesk, so you can
manage all your jobs in one place.

Our journalists have an iOS app that  
will alert instantly when they are needed. 
If there is no internet connection, we  
fallback to SMS notifications.

We’re constantly optimizing our payment 
network to ensure freelancers get 
payments in the currency of their choice 
with the lowest bank fees and best 
exchange rate.

HOW IT WORKS

Not sure who to hire and in a hurry?  
Broadcast a job to all journalists in  
the same location, then decide who to 
hire from those who reply the fastest.
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There is no monthly subscription or maintenance fee. 
You can use PayDesk as much, or as little, as you like.

We charge a flat-rate commission of 25% for each job. 
For example, if you hire a journalist for $100, we  
charge you $125 and send $100 to the freelancer.  
There are no additional costs to you.

Call or email us any time with any 
request. We’re here to help.

Our development lifecycle is fast. 
New features are rolled out  
within days.

GREAT CUSTOMER SUPPORT

PRICING & SUPPORT

Our freelancers work all over the world, ready to  
cover breaking news and other events…
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Find journalists anywhere in the world

Hire in one click

Paris,France

SEARCH FOR JOURNALISTS
BY NAME OR LOCATION
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View complete profile for each journalist 

CREATE FAVOURITE LISTS 
AND VIEW PROFILES
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Keep track of all your jobs in one place

VIEW ACTIVE AND
ARCHIVED JOBS
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Keep track of payments in one place

See charges for  
both pending and
completed jobs

MANAGE ALL YOUR 
CHARGES AND BILLS
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